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MEDICAL JOURNALS AND THE GREAT AMERICAN
FRAUD

'Phe responsibility of medical journals for the continued
existence of at least a part of the "great American fraud,"
has been referred to in these pages many times. Within the
past few weeks The Journal has called attention to the
inconsistency of reputable physicians of high ideals lending
their moral, and often financial, support to those medical
journals whose advertising pages are a disgrace to the pro-
fission. Specifically, the Medical Times—originally a homeo-
pathic medical journal—has been referred to, among others,
as an example of this type of journalism. It must, how-
i ver, be regarded simply as a type, for it is no better and no

worse than many other medical journals. Several letters
have been received on the subject, some of which we reproduce.
'Phe first one. is from .Dr. George G. Ross of Philadelphia :

"I was very much jarred on receiving the last issue of Tun
Journal to lind under the Propaganda for Reform an article
concerning the Medical Times, among the list of whose con:
tributing editors my name appears, I enclose you herewith
a copy of my letter of resignation to the Medical Times. I
have a very dim recollection of what occurred at the time
that I was asked to give my name as a contributing editor.
As I recollect it, however, at that time the journal was a

respectable and ethical publication. I had been asked by a
friend of mine to write an article giving my opinion of the
effects of college athletics on undergraduates. This was at
I he time (hat Dr. Stokes had issued his order about athletics
at Annapolis. I want personally to thank you and the com-
mittee for the exposure of this journal and for having drawn
my attention to the fact that 1 was unwittingly aiding and
abetting such a journal. I trust that if you have space in
some future number of The Journal, you will do me the
justice to publish all or part of this letter."

Because he feels that he has "unwittingly been put in an
unfavorable light," Hr. James A. Babbitt, also of Philadelphia,
sends Tin: Journal a copy of a letter written by him to the
editor of the Medical Times. Here it is:

"For reasons of which you are probably cognizant, I deem
if advisable to resign from the board of contributing editors
of the Medical Times, and desire that this resignation be
accepted at once and my name not appear in further issues."

What shall be done, asks Dr. Sidney Thompson of Hum-
boldt, 'Pennessee, in such cases as the following'; Says Dr.
Thompson:

"In the Propaganda for Reform, in Tun Journal, October
In, 1913, in (dosing your article on 'Medical Journals and the
Cieat American Fraud,' you say: 'The physician who per-
mits such journals to come to his ollice must share with the
paid subscribers the responsibility for the low standard of
medical journalism.' Now I agree with you in everything
you have said about the Medical Times, but what 1 want to
know is how to keep such journals from coming into your
office. 'Phe Medical Times has been coming to me for a number
Of years with repeated duns for the subscription price. I
have written to them several times that I did not want the
journal and never expected to pay for it, but still it comes.
I have a vague recollection that I. bit at an offer to send it
three or four months free, not knowing what it was, but I
never authorized them to enter my name as a regular sub-
scriber."

The simplest course in such a case as that described by Dr.
Thompson, is to write on the unwelcome publication the word
"refused" and either drop it, in the nearest mail-box or hand
't back to the post man. The courts have held that a person
Who continues to accept publications is legally liable for the

payment of such publications. The poslolliee department,
however, has ruled that a magazine—either monthly or weekly
—may not be sent at second-class rates for more than one

year after the expiration of a bona fide subscription. At the
expiration of that time, stamps must be allixed and the
publications sent at third-class postal rates.

SOME DEAFNESS-CURE FRAUDS
The name of the deafness-cure quack is legion. Some carry

an alleged cure for deafness as a "side-line" for other medical
lakes they may be exploiting; some sell on the mail-order
plan a worthless "course of treatment," while still others,
and these probably are in the majority, dispose of, at an
exorbitant price, devices that are trivial, worthless, and often
dangerous, Many of the American deafness-cure quacks do an

international business. Particularly do they invade that ver-
dant field for medical fakers, the British Isles. Some of thé
most blatant of these have been exposed on the other side by
Evan Yellon, editor of the Albion Magazine, a publication
issued in the interests of the (leaf. Mr. Yellon is a journalist
of tho militant type. Himself a su Merer from deafness, he
appreciates the viciousness of the victimization carried on by
the deafness-cure quacks. While a, layman, Mr. Yellon
expresses himself with no uncertainty regarding the dangers
of quackery. Says he:

"There is (he very world*of distinction between the qualifiedspecialist and the quack. In one case you have a man . . .

whose special education and training will have required the
sinking of a round sum in capital plus many years of
life . . .

"On the other hand, in the" quack, we have in the majority
of cases a man who does not possess even a sound general
education, and who very often does not understand the ele-
ments of ordinary personal cleanliness. . . . He is a man
moving in the dark, and thus making only blind shots . . .

He is a man of mysterious methods and secret remedies, and
his vogue to-day is at once a significant token, and, as 1 have
said, a menace to the community,"

'Phese words, while written for British readers, apply with
equal truth and equal force to the American fakers who sell
deafness "cures."

'Phe following paragraphs have been written for the pur-
pose of making more complete a pamphlet,1 we have in prepa-ration especially for the enlightenment, of the public on the
subject with which it deals. 'Phe numerous inquiries that have
been received during .the past three or four years regarding the
concerns specifically dealt with in the matter that follows is
The Journal's excuse for publishing it here.

"Dr. L. C. Grains Company" née "Dr. Guy Clifford Powell"
Dr. Guy Clifford Powell, the deafness-cure quack of Peoria,

111., was dealt with at some length by Mr. Adams- in the
"Great American Fraud" series. Powell's particular lake was
what he called .the "Electro-Vibratory Cure for Deafness," for
which he asked $100 in his first letter to prospective victims.
but—sliding swiftly through a. series of form'letters—finally
oll'cied to take $15 if the quarry seemed in any danger of
escaping. As Mr. Adams said, Powell's Cure "isn't worth
$100 or $.'!() or $26 or 25 cents, except as its patent right
owned by the 'discoverer' is an asset in his swindling opera
tions." Powell called himself an "International Specialist";
if he had said international quack, he would have been cor-

rect, for he advertised heavily on both sides of the Atlantic.
In due time, Powell went the Way of all flesh, but his

fraudulent, business was too valuable an asset, apparently, to
let die. It is now being carried on by a concern known as
the "Dr. P. C. Grains Company," and is operated from Chicagoinstead of Peoria. The Dr. L. C. Grains Company is said to
bave the following officers:

Floyd i¡. pbrkins, president.
J. IIowaiu) Stakt, vice-president
Qeoboe it. iolv, secretary and treasurer.

1. 'Deafness-Cure Frauds," price 10 cents.
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None of these gentlemen, it seems, are physicians or are
even remotely connected with medicine or pharmacy. They
are, as is so often the case in quack concerns, advertising men
and operate an advertising agency—-the Charles II. Fuller Co.,
Chicago.- According to the Chicago City Directory, Messrs.
Perkins, Start and Ely hold the same official positions in the
Charles H. Fuller Company that they hold in the Dr. L. C.
(¡rains Company.

P. C. Grains seems originally to have had a small mail-
order fakery of his own. "Red Clover Extract" and "Curo
(¡rains of Life" were his specialties. After the officers of the
Charles 11. Fuller Company bought out the Powell factory and

Flg. 1.—Photographic reproduction of sume of the old advertising
put out by lir. Guy Clifford Powell. It Is used practically in its
entirety by the Dr. U c. Grains Co., successors to Powell's fakery,Compare it with Figure 2.

moved it, hag and baggage, from Peoria to Chicago, L. C.
(¡rains had the title "Dr." added to the concern. So far as

our records show, and they are exceedingly complete, L. C.
(¡rains has absolutely no claim to the title of doctor of medi-

•

cine.
The advertising matter, booklets, Leaflets and the general

paraphernalia of the mail-order medical fake issued by the Dr.
L. C. (¡rains Company is practically identical with thai used
by Powell. About, the only changes that have been made are

those of substituting the words "Dr. L. C. Grains Company" for
"Dr. Guy Clifford Powell." 'Phe "International Specialist"
has become the "International Specialists." So far as we
have been able to discover the only physician connected with
the Dr. P. ('. (¡rains Company is one R. C. MoFall. Tho
records show .that a woman of that name was graduated by
the, since, defunct Indiana Fclectic Medical College in 1888.
Dr. McFall seems to have practiced for some years in Indian-
apolis. Since 10(10. however, she has beim ill Illinois, most of
(he finie, apparently, in Chicago. For an "international speci-
alist," she seems to be little known. Needless to say, Dr.
McFall is not, a member of the Chicago .Medical Society.

In brief, the Dr. L. 0. Grains Company, which derives ils
profit:; from the unfortunate deaf, is a fraud as was its
predecessor, the Guy Clifford Powell concern.

Edward E. Gardner
Dr. Edward E. Gardner is in the "deafness-cure" business at

:is West Thirty-Third Street, New York City. In his adver-
tisement he calls himself "a celebrated New York Aurist"; a
notorious New York quack would be nearer the truth. Gard-
ner says, speaking impersonally of himself !

"Ills diploma is endorsed and he Is given the honor to practice
medicine not only in New York State but by searching lests and
thorough examination is given endorsement by the State Beards of
New York. Pennsylvania, Illinois, Massachusetts, Vermont, and, in
fact, all the states and territories in the united Slates, tic Is also
allowed i" send his treatment to England, Scotland, Ireland, France,
Germany, Italy, and (o all parts of (be globe. Very few doctors
have had Mils distinction bestowed on them. This means Unit you
can rely on bis treatment."

As lying is the chief stock-in-trade of quackery, Gardner
ought to be highly successful in his chosen calling, for it
would he hard to condense into smaller space than (he matter

just quoted a greater number of direct and inferential false-
hoods.

In 1800 Gardner, seems to have been practicing in the state
of Illinois and Pennsylvania, but soon thereafter is alleged to
ha/ve been connected with the Copeland Medical Institute at
Fifth Avenue, New York City. About 11)00 he and his father-
in-law are said to have opened an ollice on West Thirty-
Fourth Street, New York City, where he exploited a "catarrh
cure" under the name of the Norma Medical Association.
Still later, he moved to his present address where he and his
brother, E. A. Gardner—who is not a physician—conducted
business under the style "Drs. Gardner" until official inter-
vention caused a change in title to "Dr. Gardner."

Gardner was a stockholder in the "llelp-to-llear Company,"
a cruel swindle put out of business by the federal authorities
in 100(1. In 1007 Gardner went Info bankruptcy with about
$13,000 liabilities and no available assets. 'Phe Norwich Pbar
macal Company is said to have been one of his largest credi-
tors,

Gardner's methods are typical of the mail-order quack:
Letters, a sliding scale of prices and I he other stock-in-trade
of the ilk. Like all mail-order fakers, Gardner disposes at
intervals of the letters he receives from victims. A letter-
broker concern in New York City has advertised over 12 000
of Dr. E. E. Gardner's "deaf letters" for sale or rent, Those
who write Gardner are sent a "free trial treatment" consist-
ing of a small amount of ointment to put into the nostrils,
some solution to drop in the ear and some tablets to take
internally. The "regular treatment," we are told, costs $5
and lasts one month. 'Phis price he keeps up for three or

four letters and then cuts it to $2(10. Some time later Im
writes again, making a "special rale" of $:i for a. month's
"treatment." He guarantees "to bring good results in three
months," which "at $.'! a month would be $!)." lie offers to
cut this in two and to send a three months' treatment for
$4.50 and says: "Now I think this is a grand offer, I think
one that you ought to accept." With this letter he encloses
a slip describing other "cures" that he handles as side-lims.
His "special rheumatism treatment including medicines"
comes at a dollar a month; constipation he will handle at 50
cents a month; insomnia costs a dollar, as do also hysteria,
indigestion and blackheads.' Taking if all in all, Gardner

Flg. i;.— Photographic reproduction of some of the Dr. L, C. Grains
Company, the name under which the officers of the Charles II.
Fuller Company advertising agency continue Powell's frauds, Cora-
pare with Figure 1.

seems to fulfil all of the traditions of quackery. 'Pile (leaf
cannot do better than avoid him.

George P. Way Ear-Drum
George P. Way does business from Detroit, Mich. He sells

what, he calls a medicated ear-drum which—if we are to
believe the advertising matter is so wonderful that it enables
a man who is so deaf that he cannot hear thunder to hear
a clock tick thirty feet away! Hut, of course, we are not to
believe what George P. Way publishes. Way claims to have
cured himself of twenty-live years' deafness by means of his
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drums. He asks $5 a pair for them, but if you are not too
anxious you will receive the usual follow-up letters and
before long will be able to purchase not only a pair of ear-
drums but also "a very unique instrument" that Mr. Way
has christened "Blowena"—all for $5. Bloweiia is a "catarrh
cure" which George P. sells as a side-line to his ear-drum oiler.

A study of the advertising matter that he has sent out
during the past few years shows various discrepancies in the
statements made at different times. In one of his earlier
leaflets Way, who claims to have been an engineer, declares
that before he "discovered" and "invented" his ear-drum he
was so deaf that "it was with difficulty that I could hear the-
noises of my own engine." The later leallet omits the sen-

tence just quoted although the balance of the matter is prac-
tically identical. Why? Was the falsehood too raw, even as

an asset to quackery? In the earlier leallet, he said:

"1 have been granted patents ill nil foreign countries us well as
in the United Slate's.':— [Italics-ours".—F.d.]

More recently, this has been toned down to:

"Patents bave been granted in foreign countries as well ¡is in
Hie United States."

'Phis modification is explainable to those who look into the
matter carefully, In the first place, it is not, true that Way.
ever was granted patents "in all foreign countries": in the
second place, the elimination of the personal pronoun is doubt-

Í>-
-  >
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SOOD NEWS
FOR THE DEAF

A ecicbrated New York Aurlst has been selected
i» demonstrate ito licit people Unit. deafness I» g
disease and can be cured rapidly and easily tu
your own- home.
Ho proposes {o prove this fact by sending t«

any person bavin«, trouble with their ears a trial
nreatuöent or this now method absolutely free.
"Wo advise, all people who have trouble with their U
ears to Immediately address Dr. Kdwa'rt Oaril- I
nor. Suite 801, No. 40 West 33d «t.. New Y<rrk jfleli.v,. and they will receive by return mall, ab- JB soiutely free, a Trial Treatment. 1

Fig. .'t.—An advertisement of-Quack Gardner in which lie describes
himself us "a celebrated New York Aiuist."

less duo to the fact that the "medicated ear-drum" that Way
sells is not his invention but the invention of Frances M.
Way, his wife! Incidentally, Frances .M. Way is the indi-
vidual referred to In the advertising matter thus:

"Most important of all, i bave with me Dr. F. M. Way, who is a
well-known specialist of the ear, nose and throat

If is hardly necessary to say that Dr, Way is not a "well-
known specialist"; actually she was graduated in 10(12 by the
Detroit Homeopathic College, a low-grade institution now

defunct.
Way publishes comparatively few testimonials, for a quack.

Although we have a full set of his follow-up letters, covering
a period of some years, 'there are less than a dozen testimo-
nials all told. Yet, Mr. Way claims that he has hundreds
on file! One testimonial that he has featured to the extent
of publishing not only a fulsome letter but a photograph of
the person giving it, came from a young woman who, the
public was told, "was so deaf that I was attending a deaf-
and-dumb school," She bought a pair of Way's ear-drums,
and "now can hear a clock tick in any part of the room."
A physician was written to who lives in the same town as
this young woman. He declares that the girl has never been
extremely deaf and her hearing is not yet restored.

The Way "medicated ear-drum" itself is a particularlyvicious little device. While there is nothing in the advertising

matter sent out by Way to make this clear, it is a fact that
the drums are specially designed for individuals whoso tym-
panic membrane ("ear-drum") is ruptured. It is a rubber
contrivance enlarged at each end and with a constricted por-
tion in the center. One of the enlarged ends is supposed to
be pushed into the middle ear. The drums are recommended
for discharging ears; actually they are about the worst things
that could be used in such a condition. The amount of dam-
age a jiiece of fakery of this kind can do is almost beyond

Fig. 4.—George P. Way's advertisement. The Way Bar-Drum
never cured a case of deafness but might easily prove a serious
injury to the deaf.

belief. Hut if furnishes the Way family an income which
they are willing to divide with those publications that are not
above participating in the profits of quackery.

The Wilson Ear Drum
The Wilson Ear-Drum, exploited by George H. Wilson,

Louisville, Ky., is another of the small rubber contrivances,
made to slip into the external auditory canal (the outer
ear-passage), of which there are so many on the market. It
is advertised under the usual
fraudulent claims and is just as
worthless as most devices of this
sort and just as potent for harm.
One might imagine that plain
business judgment would prevent
Wilson making claims that every
person who has reached the. age of
accountability, whether he is tech-
nically educated or not, would be
able to recognize as evident false-
hoods. In the world of quackery,
however, no such restrictions seem
to hold. As Mr, Adams has so
Well remarked: "Our national
quality of commercial shrewdness
fails us when we go info the open
market to purchase relief from
Suffering." Otherwise no quack
could make such daims as Wilson
makes and "get away with them."
Here, for instance, is what is
claimed for the Wilson Ear-Drum :

"It is tlie only device in tile world
thai collects sound waves and focuses
them to one point.'

"It Is the only device In the world
constructed on scientific principles."

"It Is the only device in the world
that Is made to 111 (be orillee Of the
ear."

"It is the only device In the world
that cannot possibly injure the
bearing."

These are only a few of the superlative virtues assigned
by Mr. Wilson to his trumpery piece of rubber. Elsewhere
he calls them "wireless telephones for the ears," and claims
that by their use "every condition of deafness or defective
hearing is being helped and cured . . ."

Fig. 5.—A Wilson Ear-
Drum advertisement. Theseworthless lidie rubber de-
vices are, described as
"wireless telephones."
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Wilson sells his ear-drums on the mail-order plan; also he
travels over the country selling them. In some of his "adver-
tising Wilson claims to have been president of the Louisville
School Board. This will not surprise those familiar with the
exploitation of medical frauds who know that the second
largest city in the United States until recently had for its
president of the Board of Education an individual who made
his money out of the sale of a "cure" for sore eyes and a

correspondence school of spectacle fitting. Wilson also claims
to have been "honored with (he presidency of the Kentucky
Society Sons of the American Revolution," which, while doubl
less a splendid advertising asset for Wilson, does not do credit
1,o the judgment of a presumably reputable organization.

The Wilson Ear-Drum, with "nickel forceps" and "drum
inserters" thrown in, come at $;"> a pair. As cures for deaf-
ness they are not worth five cents, except as they presumably
furnish Wilson with an easy living.

THE CANADIAN REPORT ON THE FRIEDMANN "CURE"
Reference has been made to the action of the Canadian

authorities on the Priedniann "cure," but the report has not
heretofore been given in full. Here it is:

"In order to allay public excitement and to afford to the
medical profession and people of Canada an authoritative
statement regarding the value of Dr. Fricdmaun's treatment,
the Canadian Association for the. Prevention of Tuberculosis
nominated a committee of five members to study and report
on'the cases inoculated by Dr. Friedmann at Montreal. Ottawa,
Toronto, and London, Ontario. That committee has added to
itself those physicians who have under observation the eases

treated in these cities. 'Phe committee thus constituted begs
to report that it has carefully studied the case histories of
the patients inoculated by Dr. Friedmann. These number
altogether Kil. namely, for Montreal 55, for Ottawa II), for
Toronto 81, for London 15.

"As a result of our observations from March 11 to June 23,
the following conclusions teem justifiable:

"1, 'Phe inoculations have neither constantly nor frequently
been followed by any marked change in the clinical course of
the disease.

"2. The cure or progress toward cure claimed by Dr. Fried-
mann for his treatment has neither constantly nor even fre-
quently taken place in the time during which these cases have
been under observation.

"3. Thus on investigation the committee finds that the
results have been disappointing, and that the claims made for
this remedy have not been proved, and that nothinq has been
found lo justify any confidence in the remedí/." | Italics ours.—

En.]

Preliminary Report of a Case of Sensitization to the
May-Fly (Ephemera)

To the Editor:\p=m-\InJuly, 1913, a patient consulted me for
attacks of a distressing coryza with sneezing, lacrimation
and a reddening of the eyes. He stated that these attacks
came on during June and July and appeared to be brought
about while driving in the evening whenever he encountered
a swarm of those ephemerids commonly called "May-flies,"
"Canada soldiers," "fish-flies," etc. These insects, as is well
known, are abundant in the region of the Great Lakes, the
imago passing its brief existence in the air, at which time
the female is fertilized. The attacks from which the patient
suffered had begun a few years previously and without assign-
able cause. The symptoms were quite like those of hay-fever
without asthma, and after each one, in the absence of a

repetition of the usual exciting cause, a day or two was

necessary for recovery.
In order to test the hypothesis of a sensitization to the

ephemerid, a single insect was caught and shaken in a vial
with about, 2 C.C. of sterile saline solution. One drop of this
solution was placed in the patient's right eye. In less than
1 wo minutes there was smarting and irritation of the eye,

and within fifteen or twenty minutes a marked conjunctival
redness and a pronounced chemosis developed, the other eye
remaining normal. Three controls were tried with the same
solution on presumably normal subjects with negative results.
The reaction in the patient's eye from the experiment was
so great, and was attended with so much physical distress
for from twenty-four to twenty-six hours, that no subsequent
experiments have been attempted; but I have in preparation
some protein extractives from the dried insects, which may
make further investigation possible, and I hope to make a

later report in the matter. Whether the sensitizing agent of
(he ephemerid is a substance generally distributed through
its body, or resides in the eggs, which are abundant, or in
some other special organ or part is not yet clear.

I supposed that, this peculiar form of sensitization had not
been noted or reported by any other observer and was sur-

prised to learn by personal communication from Mr. F. West
of the Gratwick Laboratory in Búllalo that a similar case
has been observed this year by Dr. F. W. Hinckel of that city.

If any cases of sensitization to this ephemerid have been
recognized by others, I should be gratified for any information
concerning them.

Harold Wilson, M.D.,
32 Adams Avenue West, Detroit.

Sterilization of Rubber Gloves by Boiling
To the Editor:\p=m-\Themethod of sterilizing rubber gloves

described by Dr. Ray Ernest Smith in The Journal, Oct. 18,
1913, p. 1475, is a good one when only one examination of
the patient is required. I, however, prefer to boil them. I
know then that they are absolutely safe. I put the gloves
into a small pan of water, place it on an ordinary kitchen or
oil stove, and let them boil a few minutes. This I do while
I scrub my hands and arms with soap and water, using no

antiseptic whatever. I allow cold water to run into the
gloves to dislodge the hot, and draw them on while they are
distended. After each examination I put the gloves back into
the hot water and give them another boil. Frequent boiling
of rubber gloves does not impair their quality if they are not
roughly handled and if thoroughly dried after using. I believe
that this is the safest, simplest and most satisfactory method
of sterilizing gloves for obstetric work.

Walter A. Landry, M.D., Chester, Pa.

Exuberant Verbosity
To the Editor:\p=m-\Hasthe editorial writer (The Journal,

Oct. 18, 11)13, p. 1464) overlooked the historical fact that the
exuberant verbosity of legal forms was not an intoxication,
but a species of graft? Old English law-clerks were paid so
much a word or a line for engrossing legal documents, and in
consequence the more words used, the greater the pay. Every
synonym, nearly or distantly connected, was drawn in and
duly inscribed. A sentence lingers in my memory, taken from
an old English common-law form of indictment for maintain-
ing a nuisance in which it is alleged that "divers odors,
savors, smells, scents and stenches did issue, proceed and flow
therefrom." As the principles of lex scripta are said to be
immutable, so also appears to be its language; for the same

quaint, archaic phraseology, scarcely altered except in spell-
ing, is used in legal forms to-day as in the days of Good
Queen Bess or in those of Bloody Mary.

Bernard Wolff, M.D., Atlanta, Ga.

Tuberculosis Among Schoolteachers.\p=m-\Overa period of
years ii'2.4 per cent, of the deaths among

,

schoolteachers,
between the ages of 25 and 34 were due to tuberculosis,
while only 25.8 per cent, of the deaths among all persons in
Michigan, between the ages of 25 and 34, were duo to this
disease. Among schoolteachers of.all ages 27.(1 per cent, of
the deaths were due to tuberculosis, while among all persons
of all ages only 9.4 per cent, were due to this disease.—
Bull. Midi. Hlaie lid. Health.
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